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relationships, review current needs and solutions, and identify
considerations for solution sets.
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Introduction
The use of various Internet protocols and applications has introduced
the desire and need for designated relationships between Domain Name
System (DNS) names, beyond the lineal relationship inherent in the
names themselves. While protocols, such as that used by HTTP
Cookies, have traditionally used ancestral relationships to determine
allowable scope of information sharing and authorization, there is an
increasing need to identify relationships between arbitrary domains.
We begin by establishing terminology and concepts, after which we
discuss known applications for which the identification of domain
name relationships are desirable or required. We then discuss the
Public Suffix List, the primary solution for domain relationships
currently available. Finally, we recommend considerations for
solutions in this problem space.

2.

Domain Name Concepts
For consistency in language we define terms and concepts surrounding
domain names.

2.1.

Domain Names

A DNS domain name is represented as sequence of dot-separated labels,
such as www.example.com (i.e., comprised of labels "www", "example",
and "com"). This sequence corresponds to the list of the labels
formed by traversing the tree representing the domain name space,
from the node representing the name itself to the root (top) of the
tree ([RFC1034]). In this tree context, we thus refer to domain
name’s parent as the domain name formed by removing the leftmost
label (i.e., the domain name corresponding to the node directly above
it in the tree). The parent of www.example.com is example.com.
As there are no requirements or inferences surrounding delegation
(i.e., zone cut) at any point in the DNS tree, there are no
assumptions in this document about administrative boundaries drawn by
delegations, unless explicitly stated otherwise. That is to say that
this document considers DNS names independently from their
administration, as defined by the DNS.
As noted in [RFC1034], the term "domain name" is used in contexts
outside the DNS. The scope of this document is limited to domain
names as defined by the DNS.
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Domain Name Scope

The use of domain names in various applications over time has
produced a notion of scope, which we use to refer to the general
ability of arbitrary entities to register children of a domain name
(i.e., create child nodes in the domain name tree). In some contexts
these are called "public suffixes" or "registry controlled domains"
([RFC6265]). For example, children of the top-level domain (TLD)
com, are generally registrable by arbitrary entities, which puts the
com domain name in the public scope. However, com’s children are
typically not used in the same fashion (though certainly there are
exceptions), which puts them largely in the private scope.
The children of public domain names may either be in public or
private scope; likewise the children of private domain names may
either be in public or private scope.
While zone cuts often exist along public/private scope boundaries
(e.g., between com and example.com), they are not required at these
boundaries, nor are scope boundaries required at zone cuts. In this
document public/private scope is considered independent of
administrative boundaries defined by the DNS (i.e., zone cuts).
The most well-known delineator of public/private scope is the Public
Suffix List (PSL) [PSL], which is described later in this document.
2.2.1.

Public/private Boundaries

If we consider the root domain name itself to be public, then between
the root domain name and any private domain name (below), there must
exist at least one boundary going from some public parent to private
child. The first such boundary encountered upon downward traversal
from the root is the first-level public boundary. Subsequent publicto-private boundaries are referred to as lower-level public
boundaries. For example, because the com domain name is considered
public, if we assume that example.com is private, then the firstlevel public boundary is between com and example.com. If the
public.example.com domain name is considered public (i.e., children
domain names can be registered by arbitrary third parties) and
foo.public.example.com is a private domain name, then a lower-level
public boundary exists between public.example.com and
foo.public.example.com.
2.3.

Domain Name Relationships

In this document two types of domain name relationships are
identified: ancestry and policy. An ancestral relationship exists
between two domains if one domain name is an ancestor of the other.
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A policy relationship exists between two domain names if their
relationship is such that application policy should treat them as
equivalent. For example, the two names might be administered by the
operating organization, or there might business or other
relationships between the two operating entities.
In the simplest case, two domain names might be policy-related for
all applications or purposes. However, it is possible that two
domains are related only for explicitly defined purposes.
An ancestral relationship between two names can be identified merely
by comparing the names themselves to determine whether one is a
substring of the other. However, there is no inherent way to
determine policy relationships neither by examination of the names
themselves, nor by examining the administrative boundaries (i.e.,
zone cuts) defined in the DNS. This is the problem being considered
in this document.

3.

Policy-based Domain Name Relationships
Because policy-based domain name relationships are not inherently
apparent based on the names themselves or DNS protocol, mechanisms
outside the DNS namespace and base protocol are necessary to
advertise and detect those relationships.
In this section we enumerate the different types of ancestral and
scope relationships upon which policy-based relationships can be
overlaid.

3.1.

Cross-Scope Policy Relationships

If scope of one domain name is public and another is private, then it
can be inferred, by the definition of their respective scopes, that
there exists no policy-based relationship between the two. That is,
a public domain name cannot be related, for policy purposes, to a
private domain name.
Note that this doesn’t prohibit policy relationships between two
domain names of the same scope but having (an even number) of scope
boundaries in between.
3.2.

Intra-Scope Policy Relationships

We now consider the existence of a policy relationship between two
domains names of the same scope.
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Public-public Policy Relationships

The connotation of a public domain name in the context of policy is
that it should not be used for purposes normally associated with
private domain names. For example, it would be unreasonable to
expect legitimate mail to come from an email address having the exact
suffix of org.au (a domain name currently identified by [PSL] as
being public). This is especially true of domain names above the
first-level public boundary.
Because of this connotation, one consideration for policy amongst two
domain names, both public, is that no effective relationship exists
because they are ineligible by definition. Other than that, there is
insufficient information from only domain names and scope alone to
confirm or deny a policy relationship.
3.2.2.

Private-private Policy Relationships

There are two classes of potential private-private policy
relationships: ancestral and cross-domain (non-ancestral). In
neither case can the presence or absence of a policy relationship be
confirmed using only the names and scope information.

4.

Known Applications Requiring Identification of Policy-based Domain
Relationships
In this section we discuss the current state of known applications
requiring identification of policy-based domain name relationships.

4.1.

HTTP Cookies

Domain names are used extensively in conjunction with the Hypertext
Transfer Protocol (HTTP) ([RFC7230], [RFC7231]). The domain names
used in Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs) [RFC3986] are used by
HTTP clients not only for resolution to an HTTP server Internet
Protocol (IP) address, but also for enforcing policy.
HTTP clients maintain local state in the form of key/value pairs
known as cookies ([RFC6265]). While most often cookies are initially
set by HTTP servers, HTTP clients send all cookies in HTTP requests
for which the domain name in the URI is within the cookies’ scope.
The scope of a cookie is defined using a domain name in the "domain"
attribute of the cookie. When a cookie’s "domain" attribute is
specified as a domain name (as opposed to an IP address), the domain
name in the URL is considered within scope if it is a descendant of
the "domain" attribute.
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RFC 2965 [RFC2965] (now obsolete) required that the value of the
"domain" field carry at least one embedded dot. This was to prohibit
TLDs--which were almost exclusively public--from being associated, by
policy, with other domains. Cookies having public scope would enable
the association of HTTP requests across different, independently
operated domains, which policy association raises concerns of user
privacy and security.
In the current specification ([RFC6265]), the semantic requirements
were modified to match "public suffixes" because it was recognized
that TLDs are not the only domain names with public scope--and that
not all TLDs are public suffixes. The notion that all TLDs are
inherently public has been challenged by the many and diverse domain
names that have been delegated since 2013 as part of the new generic
top-level domain (gTLD) program ([NewgTLDs]).
4.2.

Email sender verification

An emerging sender verification called Domain-based Message
Authentication, Reporting and Conformance (DMARC)
[I-D.kucherawy-dmarc-base] attempts to validate the domain name of
the author’s address on the message’s "From:" header using the
DomainKeys Identified Email (DKIM) [RFC5585] and Sender Policy
Framework (SPF) [RFC7208] authentication schemes. A DKIM signature
and SPF check each validate a specific domain name. For DKIM it is
the domain name corresponding the DKIM signature. For SPF the domain
name of the message’s bounce address is validated. DMARC allows
approximate matching between the author’s domain and the validated
domain name, where one can be an ancestor or descendant of the other.
DMARC validators are supposed to ensure that the two domain names are
under the same management, the specifics of which are deliberately
left out of the spec.
4.3.

SSL certificate requests

Secure Socket Layer (SSL) certificate authorities typically validate
certificate signing requests by sending a confirmation message to one
of the WHOIS contacts for the (private scope) domain name (CA/B
Ballot 74 [CA/B-Ballot-74]). In cases where there are multiple
levels of delegation (i.e., crossing public/private scopes), the
WHOIS contact needs to be the one for the registrant of the domain,
not a higher level registration.
When an SSL certificate is for a wildcard domain name, the entire
range of names covered by the wildcard needs to be under the same
control. Authorities do not (knowingly) issue certificates for
public domain names such as *.org.au.
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Public Suffix List
The most well-known resource currently available for identifying
public domain names is the Public Suffix List (PSL) [PSL]. The PSL
is explicitly referenced as an example of an up-to-date public suffix
list in [RFC6265]. The PSL was developed by Mozilla Firefox
developers to further address HTTP security and privacy concerns
surrounding cookie scope when the "no embedded dot" rule of [RFC2965]
was the upper limit.
The PSL contains a list of known public suffixes, and includes
placeholder public domains designated by "wildcard" notation in the
file. A wildcard implies that all children of the wildcard’s parent
are in fact public domain names themselves--except where otherwise
noted as a wildcard exception. For example, we use the contrived
entries in Table 1 to demonstrate this use of the PSL.
+--------------+------------------------------------+
| Entry
| Meaning
|
+--------------+------------------------------------+
| example
| example is public
|
| *.example
| All children of example are public |
| !foo.example | foo.example is private
|
+--------------+------------------------------------+
Table 1: Contrived PSL Entries
These entries result in the scopes shown in Table 2:
+---------------------+---------+
| Name
| Scope
|
+---------------------+---------+
| example
| Public |
| foo.example
| Private |
| baz.foo.example
| Private |
| bar.example
| Public |
| baz.bar.example
| Private |
| www.baz.bar.example | Private |
+---------------------+---------+
Domain name scope based on the PSL entries from Table 1.
Table 2: Contrived PSL Entries
The PSL effectively identifies scope, insomuch as the list is
accurate. Of the 6,823 entries in the PSL at the time of this
writing, all but 50 are used to designate first-level public
boundaries; the remainder designate lower-level boundaries. The
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primary function of the PSL, therefore, is to delineate first-level
public boundaries.
Matters of policy that can be settled simply by identifying the scope
of the names in question are thus addressed by the PSL. However, the
question of determining whether a policy-based relationship between
intra-scope names (with the possible exception of those of public
scope) are unaddressed.
5.1.

Known Application Usage

The PSL is used by several browsers, including Mozilla Firefox, to
identify domain names as public or private. This is used for
validating the domain attribute of cookies. Additionally, it
provides visual and organizational convenience for readily
identifying the highest intra-scope private ancestor for a given
private domain name (i.e., the child of the domain name’s nearest
public ancestor). This is useful for organizing names and URIs by
domain name, as in bookmarks, and for highlighting key parts of URIs
or certificates in the address bar or other parts of the browser
interface.
Existing DMARC implementations are known to use the PSL to assert
policy-based relationships between SPF- or DKIM-authenticated
validated domain names and domain name corresponding to the address
in the "From:" header. Such a relationship is identified if two
domain names are both of private scope and share an ancestral
relationship.
DMARC implementations also use the PSL to identify the highest intrascope ancestor of a (private) domain name for the purpose of looking
up the DMARC DNS record. The the appropriate ancestor name is
identified it is appended to the label "_dmarc" to find the
appropriate information in the DNS.
SSL certificate authorities use the PSL to ensure that wildcards are
not issued for domain names having public scope.

6.

Solution Considerations
The problem discussed in this document is the association of domain
names for policy purposes. The PSL has been the de-facto
supplementary resource utilized for identifying such relationships.
The shortcomings of only having domain names and their scope (e.g.,
via the PSL) have been treated in Section Section 5.
An alternate paradigm for addressing the problem involves a system
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wherein policy-based relationships are explicitly defined on a perdomain name (pair) basis. For scalability and dynamic response this
is most effectively achieved through defining these relationships in
the DNS itself, e.g., through special records included in the DNS at
(or near) the domain names themselves, such as the mechanism proposed
in [I-D.sullivan-domain-origin-assert]. One benefit to this paradigm
is that it allows the definition of policy-based relationships
between arbitrary names at any locations in the DNS domain name tree,
and the notion of scope becomes moot. Another benefit is that it
puts the definition of those relationships in the hands of the
administrators and operators of the domain names themselves, rather
than a third party.
There are several challenges with the domain name-centric paradigm as
well. One challenge is that it requires correct, consistent, and
coordinated efforts by affected domain name operators. The number of
involved parties, moving parts, and dependencies introduces more
chance for error. Additionally, having the information available
online (e.g., in the DNS) means that consumption by local
applications is dependent on real-time Internet connectivity, which
is not always possible nor desirable.
Another solution set is that which includes both a scope definition
resource (e.g., the PSL) and a mechanism for explicit definition of
policy-based relationships on a per-domain name basis. In this case
the scope definitions are consulted first to determine whether a
policy-based relationship is possible, after which (if necessary)
special domain name-specific lookups are issued to further determine
whether such a relationship exists. This addresses what might be the
most common issues using a central, relatively simple, and
established mechanism, leaving the flexibility for additional
extensibility with domain name-specific relationship definitions.
We recommend that the cost and the value of the different solution
paradigms be considered when developing solutions for the problem of
defining policy-based relationships between domain names. As part of
this, the model of domain name relationships outlined in Section
Section 2.3 should be analyzed to consider which types of
relationships are most in demand, and which solutions are sufficient
for the circumstances in highest demand. Such will enable an
appropriate and usable balance of efficiency, robustness,
flexibility, and autonomy.

7.

IANA Considerations
This document includes no requests for IANA.
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Security Considerations
This document does not specify a protocol or usage and, therefore,
there are no new security considerations for it. There are security
considerations for major cases in which domain boundaries are used,
such as HTTP Cookies and DMARC, both discussed here. See the
Security Considerations of RFC 6265 [RFC6265] and
[I-D.kucherawy-dmarc-base].
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possible to ascertain organizational administrative boundaries in the
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Prerequisites, Terminology, and Organization of this Memo
The reader is assumed to be familiar with the DNS ([RFC1034]
[RFC1035]) and the Domain Name System Security Extensions (DNSSEC)
([RFC4033] [RFC4034] [RFC4035] [RFC5155]).
The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
"SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [RFC2119].
To begin, Section 2 describes introduces the problem space and
motivations for this work. Then, Section 4 discusses the cases where
a there are needs for discerning administrative boundaries in the DNS
domain name space.

2.

Introduction and Motivation
Many Internet resources and services, especially at the application
layer, are identified primarily by DNS domain names [RFC1034]. As a
result, domain names have become fundamental elements in building
security policies and also in affecting user agent behaviour.
For example, domain names are used for defining the scope of HTTP
state management "cookies" [RFC6265]. In addition there is a user
interface convention that purports to display an "actual domain name"
differently from other parts of a fully-qualified domain name, in an
effort to decrease the success of phishing attacks. In this
strategy, for instance, a domain name like
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"www.bank.example.com.attackersite.tld" is formatted to highlight
that the actual domain name ends in "attackersite.tld", in the hope
of reducing user’s potential impression of visiting
"www.bank.example.com".
Issuers of X.509 certificates make judgements about administrative
boundaries around domains when issuing the certificates. For some
discussion of the relationship between domain names and X.509
certificates, see [RFC6125].
We can call the interpretation of domain names for these security
policies a domain-use rule. The simplest rule, and the one most
likely to work, is to treat each different domain name distinctly.
Under this approach, foo.example.org, bar.example.org, and
baz.example.org are all just different domains. Unfortunately, this
approach is too naive to be useful. Often, the real control over
domain names is the same in several names (in this example,
example.org and its children). Therefore, clients have attempted to
make more sophisticated rules around some idea of such shared
control. We call such an area of shared control a "policy realm",
and the control held by the administrator of policy realm the "policy
authority".
Historically, rules were sometimes based on the DNS tree. Early
rules made a firm distinction between top-level domains and
everything else; but this was also too naive, and later attempts were
based on inferences from the domain names themselves. That did not
work well, because there is no way in the DNS to discover the
boundaries of policy realms.
Some have attempted to use the boundary of zone cuts (i.e. the
location of the zone’s apex, which is at the SOA record; see
[RFC1034] and [RFC1035]). That boundary is neither necessary nor
sufficient for these purposes: it is possible for a large site to
have many, administratively distinct subdomain-named sites without
inserting an SOA record, and it is also possible that an
administrative entity (like a company) might divide its domain up
into different zones for administrative reasons unrelated to the
names in that domain. It was also, prior to the advent of DNSSEC,
difficult to find zone cuts. Regardless, the location of a zone cut
is an administrative matter to do with the operation of the DNS
itself, and not useful for determining relationships among policy
realms.
The different uses of domain names and their related issues often
appear to be different kinds of problems. The issue of whether two
names may set cookies for one another appears to be a different
matter from whether two names get the same highlighting in a
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browser’s address bar, or whether a particular name "owns" all the
names underneath it. But the problems all boil down to the same
fundamental problem, which is that of determining whether two
different names in the DNS are under the control of the same entity
and ought to be treated as having an important administrative
relationship to one another.
What appears to be needed is a mechanism to determine policy realm
boundaries in the DNS. That is, given two domain names, one needs to
be able to answer whether the first and the second are either within
the same policy realm or have policy realms that are related in some
way. We may suppose that, if this information were to be available,
it would be possible to make useful decisions based on the
information.
A particularly important distinction for security purposes has been
the one between names that are mostly used to contain other domains,
as compared to those that are mostly used to operate services. The
former are often "delegation-centric" domains, delegating parts of
their name space to others, and are frequently called "public suffix"
domains or "effective TLDs". The term "public suffix" comes from a
site, [publicsuffix.org], that publishes a list of domains -- which
is also known as the "effective TLD (eTLD) list", and henceforth in
this memo as the "public suffix list" -- that are used to contain
other domains. Not all, but most, delegation-centric domains are
public suffix domains; and not all public suffix domains need to do
DNS delegation, although most of them do. The reason for the public
suffix list is to make the distinction between names that must never
be treated as being in the same policy realm as another, and those
that might be so treated. For instance, if "com" is on the public
suffix list, that means that "example.com" lies in a policy realm
distinct from that of com.
Unfortunately, the public suffix list has several inherent
limitations. To begin with, it is a list that is separately
maintained from the list of DNS delegations. As a result, the data
in the public suffix list can diverge from the actual use of the DNS.
Second, because its semantics are not the same as those of the DNS,
it does not capture unusual features of the DNS that are a
consequence of its structure (see [RFC1034] for background on that
structure). Third, as the size of the root zone grows, keeping the
list both accurate and synchronized with the expanding services will
become difficult and unreliable. Perhaps most importantly, it puts
the power of assertion about the operational policies of a domain
outside the control of the operators of that domain, and in the
control of a third party possibly unrelated to those operators.
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There have been suggestions for improvements of the public suffix
list, most notably in [I-D.pettersen-subtld-structure]. It is
unclear the extent to which those improvements would help, because
they represent improvements on the fundamental mechanism of keeping
metadata about the DNS tree apart from the DNS tree itself.
Moreover, it is not entirely plain that the public/private
distinction is really the best framework with which to understand the
problem. It is plain that any solution that emerges will need, to be
useful, to provide a way of making the public/private distinction,
since so much deployed software relies on that distinction. It seems
possible, however, that greater nuance would provide distinctions
that are currently desired but cannot be supported using the public
suffix list. The best way to figure this out is to enumerate known
problems and see whether there is something common underlying them
all, or whether the different problems might at least be grouped into
a few common cases.
3.

For the Use Case, Must an Ancestor Impose Policy?
It is possible to identify two common policy patterns into which
practical uses fall. One is a positive policy that will necessarily
be imposed by an ancestor in case a policy for the owner name itself
is not available. The other is a policy that need not get inherited
from an ancestor. Negative assertions by an ancestor (i.e. that a
descendent does not share a policy realm) fall into this category,
because the descendent does not have a positive policy imposed.
The first pattern we may call the inheritance type. In this use
pattern, a client attempting to identify a policy that applies at a
given name will use a policy found at a name closer to the root of
the DNS, if need be. This approach is useful when a client must have
some kind of policy in order to continue processing. Because the DNS
is a hierarchical name system, it is always possible for a
subordinate name to be permitted only in case the superordinate
policies are followed.
The second pattern we may call the orphan type. In this use pattern,
if a policy at a name is not specifically offered then it is better
to assume there is a null policy than to infer some inherited policy.
Note that orphan names might be related to other names (which makes
the term somewhat unfortunate). Rather, in these cases policy is
assumed to be unshared unless there is evidence otherwise. [[CREF1:
Probably something better than "orphan" would be good, but I can’t
think of a better name. --ajs@anvilwalrusden.com]]
The choice of which pattern is preferable depends largely on what the
use of a policy seeks to achieve. Some uses of policy require
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determination of commonality among domains; in such cases, the
inheritance pattern may be needed. Other uses are attempts to
identify differences between domains; in such cases, the orphan
pattern is useful.
The public suffix list provides a starting point for both patterns,
but is neither necessary nor sufficient for either case. Where the
inheritance pattern is used, the public suffix list provides a
minimal starting point whence inheritance can start. Where the
orphan pattern is used, the public suffix list provides the exclusion
needed, but cannot provide either evidence that the list is up to
date nor evidence that two owner names reside in the same policy
realm.
4.

Use Cases
This section outlines some questions and identifies some known use
cases of the public suffix list.
HTTP state management cookies The mechanism can be used to determine
the scope for data sharing of HTTP state management cookies
[RFC6265]. Using this mechanism, it is possible to determine
whether a service at one name may be permitted to set a cookie for
a service at a different name. (Other protocols use cookies, too,
and those approaches could benefit similarly.) An application has
to answer in this case the question, "Should I accept a cookie for
domain X from the domain Y I am currently visiting?"
User interface indicators User interfaces sometimes attempt to
indicate the "real" domain name in a given domain name. A common
use is to highlight the portion of the domain name believed to be
the "real" name -- usually the rightmost three or four labels in a
domain name string. An application has to answer in this case the
question, "What domain name is relevant to show the user in this
case?" The answer to this must be some portion of the domain name
being displayed, but it is user- and context-sensitive.
Setting the document.domain property The DOM same-origin policy
might be helped by being able to identify a common policy realm.
An application has to answer in this case the question, "Is domain
X under the same control as domain Y?" It’s worth noting that, in
this case, neither X nor Y need be actually visible to a user.
Email authentication mechanisms Mail authentication mechanisms such
as DMARC [I-D.kucherawy-dmarc-base] need to be able to find policy
documents for a given domain name given a subdomain. An
application performing DMARC processing must answer the question,
"Given the domain X currently being evaluated, where in the DNS is
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the DMARC record?" DMARC depends on the DNS hierarchical
relationship, and unlike some other cases wants to find the DMARC
record that is closest to the root zone.
SSL and TLS certificates Certificate authorities need to be able to
discover delegation-centric domains in order to avoid issuance of
certificates at or above those domains. There are two cases:
*

A certificate authority must answer the question, "Should I
sign a certificate at this domain name given the request before
me?"

*

A certificate authority must answer the question, "Should I
sign a certificate for a wildcard at this domain name?"

[[CREF2: There is another case here, noted by Jeffrey Walton,
about "verifying the end-entity certificate issued by an
organizational subordinate CA *without* constraints." I didn’t
understand the issue well enough to write the text here.
--ajs@anvilwalrusden.com]]
HSTS and Public Key Pinning with
includeSubDomains flag set
Clients that are using HSTS and public key pinning using
includeSubDomains need to be able to determine whether a subdomain
is properly within the policy realm of the parent. An application
performing this operation must answer the question, "Should I
accept the rules for using X as valid for Y.X?"
Linking domains together for merging
operations
It is frequently the case that domain names are aliases for one
another. Sometimes this is because of an ongoing merger (as when
one company takes over another and merges operations). A client
encountering such a site needs to answer the question, "Is domain
X just another name for domain Y?"
Linking domains together for reporting
purposes
An application that wants to categorize domains for the purposes
of reporting must answer the question, "Are these two names
versions of each other for the purposes of reporting statistics?"
DMARC science fiction use case DMARC’s current use of the PSL is to
determine the ’Organizational Domain’.. for use when discovering
DMARC policy records. PSL works well enough for production
environments in today’s world. However, after hearing about
cross-domain requirements of cookies and cross-domain security use
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cases in the browser, it strikes me that any functionality (policy
authority?) that allows domains to be linked would be incredibly
useful in the DMARC world, too. DMARC?s requirement for
Identifier Alignment between SPF-authenticated domain, DKIM
d=domain, and a message?s From: domain could be relaxed to include
domains that were somehow associated via a policy authority. This
capability would be *very* nice to have at hand.
5.

Security Considerations
A mechanism that satisfied the needs outline above would enable
publication of assertions about administrative relationships of
different DNS-named systems on the Internet. If such assertions were
to be accepted without checking that both sides agree to the
assertion, it would be possible for one site to become an
illegitimate source for data to be consumed in some other site. In
general, positive assertions about another name should never be
accepted without querying the other name for agreement.
Undertaking any of the inferences suggested in this draft without the
use of the DNS Security Extensions exposes the user to the
possibility of forged DNS responses.
This memo does not actually specify any mechanisms, so it raises no
security considerations itself.

6.

IANA Considerations
This memo makes no requests of IANA.
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Discussion Venue

This Internet-Draft is discussed on the applications area working
group mailing list: dbound@ietf.org.
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